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Summary 
 
Incorporating environmental issues into company management not only eases 
the environmental pressure but also gives companies a positive image. The 
golf industry has the potential of being a forerunner of sustainability. 
 
The thesis was done as commissioned work for Oy Nordgolf Ab. It is a part of 
the company’s application process for a GEO certified ecolabel. 
The aim of the thesis is to give a development proposition on the existing 
environmental plan with the focus being on energy use, product and supply 
chains, recycling as well as waste and environmental management.  
 
During the summer of 2011 I worked at Oy Nordgolf Ab and gathered data for 
the proposition. The proposition was based on the information gained from Oy 
Nordgolf Ab using the GEO checklist as a minimum requirement. The 
proposition was compiled during spring 2012.  
The proposition includes literature based information and practical 
implementation suggestions.  
If the proposition is implemented it would enhance the sustainability of Oy 
Nordgolf Ab.  
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Sammanfattning 
 
Innefattande av miljöärenden i företagets förvaltning minskar inte bara på 
miljöpressen utan ger också en positiv bild av företaget. Golfbranschen har 
potential att vara föregångare i hållbar utveckling. 
Examensarbetet är ett beställningsarbete för Oy Nordgolf Ab. Arbetet ingår i 
företagets GEO certifieringsprocess. 
 
Syftet med arbetet är att producera ett utvecklingsförslag av den existerande 
miljöplanen med fokus på energianvändningen, produkt- och transportkedjor, 
återvinning och miljöledning. 
 
Under sommaren 2011 jobbade jag på Oy Nordgolf Ab och samlade uppgifter 
för utvecklingsförslaget. Utvecklingsförslaget baseras på informationen samlad 
från Oy Nordgolf Ab och GEO checklistan fungerade som minimikrav. 
Utvecklingsförslaget sammanställdes våren 2011. I utvecklingsförslaget finns 
litteraturbaserad information och praktiska förslag på förbättringar. 
Om förslaget genomförs skulle den hållbara utvecklingen förbättras i Oy 
Nordgolf Ab. 
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Tiivistelmä 
 
Ympäristökysymysten sisällyttäminen yhtiön hallintoon ei ainoastaan helpota 
ympäristöön kohdistuvaa painetta vaan myös parantaa yhtiön imagoa. Golf 
alalla on edellytykset toimia edelläkävijänä kestävän kehityksen saralla.  
Tämä opinnäytetyö tehdään Oy Nordgolf Ab:n toimeksiannosta. Työ toimii 
osana yhtiön GEO-sertifiointiprosessia.  
 
Työn tavoitteena on tehdä kehitysehdotus olemassa olevalle 
ympäristöohjelmalle. Ehdotuksen keskeiset aiheet ovat energiansäästö, 
hankinnat, kierrätys sekä ympäristöjärjestelmän luominen ja ylläpito.  
 
Kesän 2011 työskentelin Oy Nordgolf Ab:ssä ja keräsin tietoja 
kehitysehdotusta varten. Ehdotus perustuu Oy Nordgolf Ab:ltä saatuihin 
tietoihin. GEO:n tarkistuslista toimii minimivaatimuksena. Kehitysehdotus on 
laadittu keväällä 2012. Ehdotukseen sisältyy kirjallisuuteen perustuvaa tietoa 
sekä käytännön parannusehdotuksia.    
Mikäli ehdotus pannaan täytäntöön, parantaa tämä Oy Nordgolf Ab:n kestävää 
kehitystä. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The knowledge of the strains of which the environment is under is getting clearer all the 
time. The unsustainable ways natural resources are being used can not continue. People in 
general have become more conscious of their choices and often the environmentally 
friendlier alternative is chosen. Many companies have already realized the positive effects 
sustainable environmental management has, such as a better corporate image. The golf 
industry has the potential of being a forerunner in sustainability. 
 
This thesis is commissioned work for Oy Nordgolf Ab. The purpose of this work is to 
produce a development proposition on the environmental plan for Oy Nordgolf Ab that 
enhances the environmental actions and fulfils the terms required for the Golf Environment 
organization (GEO) certification. By identification of issues needing development, and by 
requests of the client I will focus my work on energy use, product and supply chains, 
recycling and waste, usage of paper and environmental management. The work is done as a 
part of the GEO certification process, which Oy Nordgolf Ab is applying for. Development 
practices based on a theoretical background for the chosen issues will be presented. I will 
also introduce a few golf organizations involved in enhancing sustainability in the golf 
industry. Finally I will provide implementation suggestions to improve the environmental 
practices at Oy Nordgolf Ab.    
 
Golf companies and clubs provide versatile surroundings including administrative 
buildings, restaurants or club houses as well as the courses. The different environmental 
issues vary from risks of eutrophication caused by excess nutrients to energy use and waste 
management. Most golf companies are owned by shareholders, and staff changes on a 
regular basis due to the seasonal nature of golf. To ensure proper environmental 
management and information flow to all parties good planning is necessary.  
 
My personal goals in this work will be to provide a development preposition that can be 
implemented by Oy Nordgolf Ab, and to improve my skills in environmental management 
planning. 
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2 Environmental sustainability 
Companies are in a key role in creating an eco-efficient society. The companies have to 
follow the minimum rules required by environmental legislation. By expanding their 
environmental strategies beyond the requirements they can contribute to sustainable 
development, which can be seen as an investment (Your Europe). The corporate image 
improves and commitment to sustainable development might even bring economic gain 
(Finnish environment institute, 2012). In the sectors energy, product and supply chains, 
recycling and waste, paper use and environmental management companies have a lot of 
measures that can be implemented. In many cases the implementation does not need huge 
investments, and the actions not only save money in the long run but also reduce the 
company’s environmental impacts.   
2.1 Energy 
Energy efficiency can reduce a company’s energy use and cut down on the costs originated 
from energy use.  Saving in energy is profitable for a company and does not involve any 
kind of competition. Besides the economical savings efficient energy use reduces green 
house gases. With small changes in current practices the company can achieve good results 
in cutting down energy use (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto (EK), 2009). 
There are easy ways to reduce energy use in office appliances. You should always make 
sure that when computers are not in use they are closed, turn on sleep functionality on the 
office computers. Copying machines should be closed during the night and weekends, and 
copying should be timed so that as much as possible would be done at the same time. This 
reduces the energy use needed for the machine to heat up from standby (Motiva 2011a).  
Approximately one third of the energy consumption in normal office buildings originates 
from lighting. To ensure efficient energy use lighting should be well planned. The lights 
should be switched off when leaving the room for more than ten minutes and you should 
utilize natural light as much as possible. Fluorescent and energy saving lamps are to a 
greater extent energy efficient compared to incandescent light bulbs (Motiva 2010).  
The optimal temperature in an office is 20-22 degrees. By increasing the temperature by 
one degree on the air conditioner in the summer saves 5% in energy costs in one year. The 
same applies when lowering the heat in winter by only one degree. One of the most 
significant issues affecting the consumption of thermal energy is properly sealed windows 
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and doors. The insulation should be checked annually. The most energy efficient and swift 
method for ventilating is using cross-draught. This is only efficient, though, in facilities 
with no electronic ventilation (Jyväskylän kaupunki et.al. 2007; Motiva 2009). 
Many golf facilities are due to their location in an extremely good environment to harness 
renewable energy such as wind power, solar energy or geothermal heating and cooling. 
The golf industry could be a front-runner in the utilization of renewable energy (Golf 
environment organization (GEO) a.).  
2.2 Product and supply chains 
Environmental and social issues should be integrated into purchasing patterns. Reducing 
overall consumption, and when purchasing is necessary when choosing energy saving and 
environmental friendly products minimize the environmental impacts (Jyväskylän 
kaupunki et.al 2007). 
Maintaining and updating old products minimize the need for new purchases. Before 
buying new, one should always check if the company already has a similar product and if it 
could be used instead. In some cases the better alternative for purchasing might be to buy a 
service instead of the product. Recyclable, recycled or ecolabelled products or otherwise a 
supplier that has the best environmental and ethical performance should be chosen when 
purchasing new products (GEO b; Jyväskylän kaupunki et.al 2007). 
When purchasing electronic equipment the most energy efficient option should always be 
chosen. Energy labelled electronics ensures optimal energy use. Energy Star or TCO 
labelled products should be chosen when purchasing office supplies (Jyväskylän kaupunki 
et.al 2007). 
Packaging materials used in shipping items should also be taken into consideration, and 
product producers who use recyclable packaging materials or rarely use packing materials 
should be preferred.   
Fairtrade coffee and tea ensure a fair compensation to the producers. The Fairtrade 
principles also include environmentally sound practices (GEO b; Jyväskylän kaupunki et.al 
2007). 
Preferring local suppliers reduces shipping distances, which cut down on the carbon 
footprint. Using local businesses as providers for products as well as services not only 
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reduces the carbon footprint, but also contributes to the economy in the area. Locally 
produced food and other local materials should be preferred (GEO b.). 
2.3 Recycling and waste 
The Finnish Waste Act (1993/1072) states that in all activities, it must be ensured that the 
amount of waste generated is minimized, and that the waste that is produced does not cause 
significant problems for waste management, the environment or human health (§4, cl. 1). 
Waste is defined by being a substance or item that the waste holder discards, intends to 
discard or is obliged to discard (§3, cl. 1). It is the waste holder’s duty to ensure that waste 
disposal is arranged. The waste shall be recycled if possible. Recycling is arranged in a 
way where the first priority is in recovering raw materials from waste, and the second 
priority is recovering energy.  
Waste shall be collected and kept separated during the whole management process to the 
extent that is necessary to prevent harm on the environment, health or is needed to ensure 
proper waste management. This is done within the frame of technical and economical 
possibilities. Hazardous waste shall be kept separately from each other and from other 
waste or substances (§6 cl.1-8). The disposal of waste will have to take place at the nearest 
possible waste disposal facility (§6 cl.10). 
The waste producer is responsible for organizing the collection (§7) and transportation of 
waste (§8).  
The best way of managing waste is to prevent the generation of waste. Separation and 
recycling of waste does not only reduce the amount of waste, but also the costs.  
Especially important is the separation of biowaste. One third of the annual general waste 
consists of biowaste. When biowaste ends up in landfills, it starts to decay and produce 
methane gas. Methane gas is one of the greenhouse gases. 
As much as 80-90% of waste produced in offices consists of paper (Motiva 2011b; 
Jyväskylän kaupunki et.al 2007). 
The most common waste in golf facilities is grass clippings and other residual green waste, 
waste water, general waste (The R&A a).  
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Composting is a good and cost efficient way of disposing grass clippings and other green 
waste. Composting has several benefits when applied on a golf course. The high organic 
matter in compost can improve the growth of plants as well as the soil quality. It can 
restrain certain diseases, which might lead to a reduction in the need for pesticides 
(Wilkinson F. 1994).   
Containers that have held fertilizers or pesticides and engine oils, batteries or fuel filters 
need to be handled with special care (The R&A a). 
Of waste generated on golf courses old or surplus pesticides, old fertilizers, oil and oil 
filters, batteries and old fluorescent lamps are hazardous waste. This kind of waste must be 
delivered to facilities specialized in disposal of hazardous waste. Pesticides and fertilizers 
should be stored in a locked, dry space with no drainage. The best way of minimizing 
waste from pesticides and fertilizers is to purchase at once only the amounts needed during 
one year (Finnish environment institute 2011 a).  All hazardous waste should be identified, 
separated and properly marked (Heinonen, 2006 56-57).   
2.4 Paper use 
One million tons of paper is used every day in the world and the consumption is growing 
all the time. Even though paper is produced from renewable natural resources the paper 
production generates significant amounts of waste and emissions. The paper industry is 
one of the world’s biggest producers of greenhouse gases, such as methane and carbon 
dioxide, and a consumer of water and energy (WWF 2007, 3).  
By changing the used paper from a heavier 100 g/m² to a lighter 80 g/m² reduces the paper 
use by 20%. A reduction of 14% is achieved if an 80 g/m² paper is changed to a tem grams 
lighter 70 g/m² paper. Recycled paper should always be used when possible. When 
purchasing recycled paper is not possible, ecolabelled paper should be chosen, preferably 
Forest stewardship council (FSC)-certified paper. FSC ensures that the pulpwood is 
detained from responsibly managed forests. FSC is recommended by the WWF due to its 
high standards in quality and reliable audit scheme (WWF 2007, 5-6).  
Bleaching paper with chlorine-based bleach causes toxic chlorine compounds in the 
wastewater. These compounds are called Absorbable Organic Halogenated Compounds 
(AOX). AOX consists of carcinogenic dioxides that cause cancer (WWF 2007, 10). In 
Finland chlorine-based bleaching was stopped in 1993 (Kärkkäinen 2007). It is better to 
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use nun-bleached paper or, if bleached paper is necessary, TCF (totally chlorine free) or 
recycled PCF (processed chlorine free) paper should be used (WWF 2007, 10). Usage of 
coloured paper should be minimized because it is problematic to recycle.  
Paper use can be reduced by minimizing unnecessary copying and copy on both sides of 
the paper. Wrongly copied or otherwise used paper can be reused as note paper before 
recycling. By using electronic reporting, writing e-mails in stead of post and saving as 
much as possible in electronic form, paper is saved (Jyväskylän kaupunki et.al 2007).  
 
2.5 Environmental management 
Environmental management ensures that environmental issues are taken into account in all 
aspects of a company’s activities and decision-making (Finnish environment institute 
2011). The main purpose of environmental management is to manage companies’ actions 
that may have or have an impact on the environment (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 19). 
Environmental management systems (EMS) are tools created to ease the work of tackling 
different environmental problems.  
EMSs provide a method for companies to plan, manage and achieve their environmental 
goals and responsibilities. The implementation of an environmental management plan can 
be done differently depending on a company’s activity but certain common operating 
principles should be included (EMAS 2012 a). An EMS has two main goals, pollution 
prevention, and to ensure companies follow environmental laws and legislations. EMSs are 
individual for every organization and depend on the specific circumstances of an 
organization. An EMS is not linked directly to any certification, such as ISO 14001, and 
can be conducted in a company without any intention of applying for any certification 
(Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 19-20).  
Environmental certification systems are developed by organizations providing certificates. 
The requirements or specifications as well as the audit system are dependent on the 
certification provider (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 20, 27-30).  
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Figure 1. Operating principle Plan-Do-Check-Act principle (EMAS 2012 a). 
The most commonly known environmental management system and certification providers 
are ISO 14001 and EMAS (Finnish Environment Institute 2011 b).  
2.5.1 EMAS 
EMAS (The European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme) is a voluntary environmental 
management system developed for the use by companies and organizations both in the 
private and the public sectors and is limited to the EU. It is based on the EMAS Regulation 
(EC) No 1221/2009.  
The EMAS system consists of an environmental management system that is fully 
compatible with the ISO 14001 system and public environmental informing, and in 
compliance with the legislation. (Finnish Environment Institute a) Participation in the 
scheme has been plausible since 1995, even though until 2001 the scheme was restricted to 
industrial companies (EMAS 2012 b). The aim of EMAS is continuous environmental 
improvements in organizations, and organizational supply of environmental information 
for the public (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 30). The registration process and the auditions are 
done by external bodies, under the supervision of EU member states which guarantees the 
credibility of EMAS (EMAS 2012 a).  
The number of EMAS registrations in the world is in March 2012 12 627. This includes 
both sites (8 131) and organizations (4 496) (EMAS 2012 d). The difference between sites 
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and organizations are that sites can be separate production facilities of an organization that 
are separately registered. In Finland the corresponding numbers are 22 sites and eight 
organizations (EMAS 2012 e).   
There are several positive impacts of EMAS. Among these is communication with 
stakeholders improve, due to the EMAS requirement to influence suppliers and associates 
the knowledge of proper environmental management increases. By attaining the EMAS 
logo a company can show their compliance with environmental legislation. EMAS is also 
easily compatible with other management systems, like safety and quality management 
EMAS is also praised for advantages in internal management (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 
82).   
There is also criticism of EMAS. The implementations can be costly compared to the gain. 
This applies especially to companies with smaller environmental impacts. EMAS requires 
quantifiable data on environmental savings, which can be hard to provide for various 
companies (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 81-82). 
2.5.2 ISO 14001 
The ISO 14001 is one of the ISO 14000 standards of environmental management 
developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (Finnish 
environment institute b).   
The ISO 14001 is the essential standard in the ISO 14000 series, whereas the others are 
guidelines to achieve ISO 14001. It is also the only standard in the ISO 14000 series which 
it is possible to be certified in. The ISO 14001 standard was published in 1996. It does not 
cite any environmental requirements, but specifies the criteria for an environmental 
management system (ISO 14000 2002). Work to revise the ISO-14001 standard has started 
in early 2012 (Suomen standardisoimisliitto 2012). The main areas in an environmental 
plan according to ISO-14001 are following of the environmental laws and regulations, 
continual improvements and prevention of pollution (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 49). The 
ISO 14001 standard utilises the Plan-Do-Check-Act principle (EMAS 2012 a).  
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Figure 2. Figure showing the integration of ISO-14001 into EMAS (EMAS 2012 c). 
The number of ISO 14001 certified organizations in 2007 was 129 031. In Finland 991 
certified organizations could be found (ISO 14001 registered companies 2007).   
ISO 14001 provides guidelines for environmental management. The organizations 
implementing ISO 14001 benefits from reducing costs and gaining a better environmental 
image. By establishing a proper EMS the company also strives for continuous 
improvements, which may lead to continuous savings. ISO 14001 is compatible with other 
standards, such as ISO 9001. A company that already has one of the ISO standards in use 
can develop the management system to meet the requirements of both standards without a 
lot of effort (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 34, 73-74).  
The ISO 14001 standard is criticised of being too general. This is because there are no 
actual targets that need to be met, and it is enough to follow the environmental laws and 
have an intention to lower environmental impacts (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 83). 
2.5.3 Comparison between EMAS and ISO 14001 
The differences between ISO 14001 and EMAS are that ISO 14001 is an international 
standard provided by a non-governmental organization, while EMAS is restricted to the 
EU and is based on government regulation. EMAS is more strict than ISO 14001, partially 
because ISO 14001 has to have a standard that can be implemented anywhere in the world, 
and also because EMAS requires that all legislation needs to be incorporated while ISO 
14001 only requires that the environmental legislation is followed. EMAS requires all 
environmental information to be public, while ISO 14001 only requires that the 
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environmental policy should be made public. ISO 14001 has more registered organizations 
and is better known and recognized by the public than EMAS (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 
32,82).    
The major weakness of both EMAS and ISO 14001 is that the registration fees can be very 
costly, there are no fixed fees, which leads to the fact that the expenses vary depending on 
the country. In some cases organizations are not able to attain an EMS due to the high 
costs. Another weakness is the fact that neither of the certificates ensures that a company’s 
actions are environmentally sound. The only thing that is required is that a company tries 
to improve their environmental actions (Weiss & Bentlage 2006, 83). 
2.5.4 Green Office 
Green Office was developed in 1997 by WWF Finland. Green Office is an easy way to 
implement EMS. The main purpose of Green Office is to reduce the ecological footprint 
and greenhouse gas emissions in a workplace. It is suited for both large and small offices 
in the private as well as the public sector.  
WWF provides tools for setting up and maintaining an EMS for offices that are enrolled in 
the WWF network. A Green Office is not free; there are admission fees as well as annual 
fees that need to be paid. The fees depend on the amount of employees in the office.  
The criteria of a Green Office include proper environmental management and information 
flow to the staff, improvement in energy efficiency, waste reduction and annual updating 
of the environmental plan. The environmental goals that can be measured are set by the 
company. Monitoring is also done by the office, only annual reports are sent to WWF. 
When the required criteria are fulfilled in a company’s EMS, use of the Green Office logo 
and a diploma are granted the company.  
Currently there are 200 organizations in the Green Office network and 175 of them have 
been presented with the diploma and the Green Office logo (WWF 2012). 
 
2.5.5 The Swan  
The Swan is a Nordic ecolabel established in 1989 by the Nordic Council of Ministers. It 
provides ecolabelling for products as well as services.  
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Different product groups have different criteria. The criteria for each product group are 
complied within Nordic cooperation. During the compiling process the public has an 
opportunity to give their opinion on the criteria.  
Application for the Swan ecolabel is done by application forms and the forms are 
processed by secretariats in the different Nordic countries. The secretariat grants the 
ecolabels and monitors the use of the label. In Finland the secretariat is 
Ympäristömerkintä. The fees for the Swan ecolabel are the admission fee and a changing 
annual fee. 
The Swan ecolabel is well known throughout the Nordic countries. (Ympäristömerkki) 
There is one golf and hotel resort, Marsviken in Sweden, that has been granted the Swan 
ecolabel (Marsviken).   
2.5.6 Golf environment organization 
The Golf Environment Organization (GEO) was established in 2005 and its headquarters is 
in North Berwick, Scotland. GEO is a non-profit global stakeholder funded organization. 
Among others the stakeholders include the R&A, European Golf Association, WWF and 
UNEP. The organization is governed by a board of directors, advisory council and 
technical commission.  
GEO works with helping the golf community to enhance sustainability and provides online 
guidance programs and support from independent golf experts to ease implementation of 
sustainable practices (GEO c). There is a global network group of independent golf 
experts. They are trained in the GEO program and are called GEO sustainability associates 
(GEOSA) (GEO d). The GEO also provides the GEO Certified ecolabel. A golf course can 
apply the ecolabel by registering to the online program OnCourse. The OnCourse program 
consists of several topics from water use to people and communities (GEO e).  
At the moment there are 58 certified golf clubs worldwide. Hirsala golf in Kyrkslätt is the 
only one in Finland. Enrolled as applicants are 253 golf establishments globally of which 
25 are in Finland (GEO f). 
The GEO certification process starts with registration to the OnCourse program. The 
program consists of six action areas, landscape & ecosystem, water, energy & resources, 
product & supply chains, environmental quality, and people & communities.  
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The golf club inserts data about their practices into the program at their own pace. The club 
has a time space of three years to complete the application and make improvements in their 
actions, if necessary. When all data is inserted and the application is ready an 
administrative fee of 180 EUR is paid to GEO (GEO f). 
The company chooses a GEOSA verifier who visits the club. The verifier evaluates the 
golf establishment and does a verification report. The evaluation criteria are gathered in 
simple checklists, one list of criteria that the golf club must fulfil, and another list of 
criteria the club should fulfil. If the verifier recommends the certification and the GEO 
review backs the decision the GEO Certified ecolabel is appointed the golf club. The 
ecolabel is valid for three years. When a club is appointed the ecolabel, information about 
the club as well as the application checklist, with comments from GEO about the current 
situation, is published on the GEO website. The verifier provides the company with a 
continuous improvement plan, with ideas of further development that can be implemented 
during the three-year period before re-certification (GEO f).  
Figure 3. GEO checklist on criteria the golf club must fulfil (GEO g). 
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Some verifiers even provide additional help in the re-certification process by an additional 
visit one year after the GEO Certified ecolabel is acquired to support further development 
and ease the re-certification. The verification fee paid to the independent GEOSA verifier 
varies by country. In Finland the fee is dependent on the amount of holes on the golf 
course. For Oy Nordgolf Ab the fee for two 18-hole courses is 1500 EUR (Personal 
communication with GEOSA verifier Kari Mattila Aug. 18, 2011). There are at the 
moment three independent GEOSA verifiers in Finland (GEO d). 
2.5.7 Comparison between ISO 14001, EMAS and GEO 
The three systems ISO 14001, EMAS and GEO have several similarities, but also 
differences. The main difference between the systems is their requirements. In GEO certain 
environmental requirements need to be met, whereas ISO 14001 and EMAS do not require 
environmentally sound actions. Another difference is the compliance with legislation. In 
this field both ISO 14001 and EMAS are stricter than GEO. EMAS as well as ISO 14001 
are based upon developing an EMS, where GEO does not require an EMS to ensure 
certification. 
Even though the organizations have different management systems they all use external 
auditing bodies and have certification fees. 
Element ISO 14001 EMAS GEO 
Requires EMS YES YES NO 
Compliance 
with legislation 
Only environmental  
legislation 
YES Only waste 
legislation 
Geographic area  Worldwide EU Worldwide 
Requirements 
that need to be 
met 
NO NO Yes, GEO checklist 
Continuous 
improvements 
YES YES Only to ensure re-
certification 
Specific field of 
improvement 
No, any 
environmental issues 
that can be 
monitored can be 
used 
No, any 
environmental issues 
that can be 
monitored can be 
used 
Improvements when 
re-certified within 
the six action areas  
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External 
auditioning body 
YES YES YES 
Management 
system 
Non-governmental Governmental Non-governmental 
Public informing Only environmental 
policy 
YES YES 
Registration or 
certification fees 
YES YES YES 
Tabel 1. Comparison between ISO 14001, EMAS and GEO 
3 Golf and the environment 
Golf is one of the fastest growing recreational activities in the world (Laukkanen et.al 
2006,13). Golf will become an Olympic sport from 2016, and this will further increase the 
growth of the game (World Golf Foundation 2011 a). The golf industry has for years 
worked on environmental responsibility on golf courses and is striving for sustainability. 
The leading golf organizations have made invested extensive resources into assuring that 
this will be fulfilled (World golf foundation 2011 b). According to several golf oriented 
organizations, like the Finnish Golf Association, the main issues that need to be properly 
managed in a golf facility are water use, turf grass management, energy use and waste 
management.   
3.1 General information 
The game of golf was created in Scotland and got its current form in the 12th century. It 
was not until the 19th century that golf started spreading from Scotland to other countries. 
There are approximately over 30 000 golf courses and 55 million players worldwide. The 
total area of an 18-hole golf course is 55-65 ha. In Europe golf courses cover 250 000 ha of 
land. The corresponding number in Finland is 7 000 ha.   
The first golf club in Finland, Helsingin golfklubi, was established in 1932. The Finnish 
Golf Association was established in 1957 (Laukkanen et.al 2006, 7-13). Today there are 
132 golf clubs, over 150 golf courses and about 142 000 golfers in Finland. The interest in 
golf started growing in the 1980´s and it still continues to grow (Finnish Golf Association 
a). 
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Figure 4. The growth in amount of golfers and courses in Finland since 1957 (Finnish Golf 
Association a). 
3.2 Golf organization involved in improving the environment  
3.2.1 The R&A 
The R&A was formed in 2004 and is based in Scotland on the grounds of the Royal and 
Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews.  
The R&A works in various fields from administrating the Rules of Golf to preserving 
golf’s heritage. The R&A is divided into departments with different focusing points. The 
course management department is devoted to providing the best practice tools. They 
provide tools from environmental sustainability and social responsibility to best economic 
performance (The R&A).   
3.2.2 Finnish Golf Association 
The Finnish Golf Association was established in 1957 by Helsingin Golfklubi, Kokkolan 
Golf, Porin Golfkerho and Viipurin Golf. The Finnish Golf Association works as a national 
central organization for golf clubs in Finland. The Golf Association serves as a service and 
expert organization, providing service and support for golf communities. The association 
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focuses on everything from supporting junior golf to course management (Finnish Golf 
Association b). 
The first environmental program for golf was developed in cooperation with the Finnish 
Golf Association and environmental authorities in 1995 (Laukkanen et.al 2006, 15). Today 
the Finnish Golf Association has a daughter company owned entirely by the association 
called Finnish golf consulting Oy. The daughter company takes care of the association’s 
consulting, education and publishing tasks. Finnish Golf Consulting Oy has developed an 
environmental handbook for golf clubs (Golfkentän ympäristökäsikirja) in 2006 (Finnish 
Golf Association c). The Finnish Golf Association also provides simple rules and material 
on how to develop an environmental management system (Finnish Golf Association d). 
 
4 Oy Nordgolf Ab 
4.1 General information 
Nordcenter is a golf and leisure centre located by the coast of the Pojo Bay, in Pojo, which 
is a part of the municipality of Raseborg. Oy Nordgolf Ab was established in 1986. The 
first golf course, Fream, was opened in 1988 and the second, Benz, in 1994. The entire 
Nordcenter area is about 200 hectares, of which Oy Nordgolf Ab owns 152 ha. The golf 
club has about 1100 members and approximately 1 000 shareholders. 
The centre consists today of two 18-hole golf courses, two tennis courts, a clubhouse, 
maintenance building, office building, locker-room and sauna, bed and breakfast facility 
and cold storage space. Most of the buildings are old, with the clubhouse, Åminnegård, 
dating back to the 18th century.  
Within the Nordcenter area there are almost 100 summer houses divided into smaller 
housing cooperatives, which are mostly privately owned and not administered by the 
company (Nordcenter).  
The company has 11 persons working the year around and during the golf season, from 
April until the end of October the amount of staff may increase by up to 50 people.  
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4.2 Current environmental practices 
Oy Nordgolf Ab follows its own existing environmental plan (appendix 1). The plan was 
conducted in 1997 by the company with the help of experts from the Finnish Golf 
Association. The following information is gathered from the environmental plan and 
through discussions with the head greenskeeper Staffan Lundmark. 
Oy Nordgolf Ab is connected to the municipal water system, and all water, apart from the 
water used for irrigation and one toilet on the Benz course, is provided through it. The 
irrigation system utilizes water from the nearby Svartå River. There are two pumping 
stations in the river and the water is pumped in to two ponds, which function as water 
hazards on the course, one located on the Fream course and the other on Benz. Both 
courses have their own computer driven irrigation system. On Fream there are 503 pop-up 
sprinklers and the maximum capacity of the irrigation system is 1050 m³ during ten hours. 
Benz has 972 pop-up sprinklers and a maximum capacity of 2000 m ³. The maximum 
capacity on either course almost never needs to be used. The irrigation is very important on 
the course due to the soil being a mix of turf and sand. The drainage system in Benz leads 
the water either to the forest for filtration or to the pond, where it is re-used for irrigation. 
On Fream the drainage leads the water back to the irrigation system, into the forests and 
the water runoff that flows into the Pojo Bay is led to flocculation ponds for purification 
before leading the water into the bay. 
Oy Nordgolf Ab tries to use organic nutrients always when possible. The amount of 
nutrients given at one time is small so that almost everything of it is absorbed directly by 
the plants. This is done to minimize runoffs. Near water bodies the nutrients are spread out 
very carefully and a buffering zone is left around any water bodies. Pesticides are only 
used when necessary. The spraying usually happens in the spring and later in the autumn. 
The amount of pesticides used during one year at Oy Nordgolf Ab is less than 5 kg. When 
pesticides are sprayed special warnings are put up for the players to ensure safety.   
  
 The amount of water that is used and the quality of the water are monitored and annually 
tested by Länsi-Uudenmaan vesi ja ympäristö. Consumption of electricity and the amounts 
of nutrition and different pesticides used on the course are monitored.  
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In 2009 a report on flora and fauna found in the Nordcenter area was compiled.  The whole 
report on flora and fauna can be found on the company’s website.  
At Oy Nordgolf Ab the main responsibility of environmental management is on the head 
greenskeeper. The assistant greenskeeper has taken over some of the environmental 
monitoring, mainly connected to the management of the courses, such as use of pesticides.  
 
5 Work description 
I had previously been working for Oy Nordgolf Ab and at a meeting with the CEO 
discussing the opportunities of working there again he approached me with a proposal of 
doing my internship and thesis for the company. Oy Nordgolf Ab was planning to apply 
for a GEO certificate and wanted help with gathering data, assessing the current situation 
and to develop a proposition on the existing environmental plan to fulfil the certification 
requirements.  
I started my work for the company in May 2011 and worked until the end of October 2011.  
I was introduced to the work by the head greenskeeper, who answers for the certification 
process at the company. I was given information about the current environmental practises 
and access to the companies OnCourse online program.  
When the preliminary research was done, I focused on identifying the aspects in the 
current activities that could be developed. Through discussions with staff members and 
golfers, who also are stakeholders, I narrowed down the issues that needed development. 
The head greenskeeper had requests regarding the focusing points of the work, and by 
combining these the final result was a development proposition including energy use, 
product and supply chains, recycling and waste, paper use and environmental management 
in accordance with GEO´s guidelines. Water use and turf grass management were left out 
partially because the current practices exceed the requirements set by GEO and because 
these actions are already well planned and monitored. After the internship I started 
researching literature on the best environmental practices of the specified areas and 
produced the research questions. The research questions are: 
 
• How could Oy Nordgolf Ab develop the current environmental activities? 
• Does Oy Nordgolf Ab meet the GEO checklist requirements? 
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6 Methods 
I used the GEO checklist (fig. 3) as the minimum criteria that needed to be fulfilled. For 
gathering information I used several governmentally based companies’ and administrative 
bodies’ websites such as Motiva Oy and Finnish Environment Institute.  
The book “Environmental management systems and certification” by Weiss and Bentlage 
is used as the main source of information regarding environmental management. The GEO 
website and the Finnish golf associations website and the environmental handbook 
Golfkentän ympäristökäsikirja by Kristiina Laukkanen et.al was a good source of 
information regarding the golf environment.  
For site specific information regarding Oy Nordgolf Ab the head greenskeeper Staffan 
Lundmark and the head caddiemaster Ann-Christine Gustafsson provided it when needed.  
 
7  Implementation suggestions 
I will give site-specific practical suggestions of implementations based upon my 
observations of the company’s actions. The current practices are described in every chapter 
before the suggestions.  
7.1 Energy 
7.1.1 Current practices 
At Oy Nordgolf Ab electricity is bought annually on the stock market. So far no green 
energy has been bought by the company. The company uses electric heating and the sauna 
and locker room building as well as the office have air conditioning. 
The lawn mowers are mostly hybrids, utilizing both electricity and fuel. There are electric 
golf cars, which are for hiring purposes, and a few fuel driven golf cars that are used by 
staff members.  
In the office the computers are always left on even during night-time.   
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7.1.2 Improvement suggestion 
Oy Nordgolf Ab should commit to reducing energy. The municipality of Raseborg has 
committed to reducing energy use by 9% by 2016 (Kurkisuo & Haaspuro 2012, 1). Oy 
Nordgolf Ab could execute the same reduction.  
Both computers and computer screens should always be closed during the night and 
preferably also during lunch breaks. 
Renewable energy sources should be considered. Because of the ideal environment by the 
sea shore, wind power could be a good alternative in my opinion. Another alternative for 
heating could be to build a wood combustion power plant on the premises which would 
cover heating of all the buildings owned by the company.  
In facilities that are not in use during the winter, the temperature should be reduced to a 
minimum. Insulations in all facilities should be checked and repaired in the fall if needed.    
7.2 Product and supply chains 
7.2.1 Current practices 
Oy Nordgolf Ab uses local suppliers in almost all external services needed within the golf 
club. Lawn mowers for golf facilities are not manufactured in Finland, but the importer 
that the company mainly uses is located in Vanda. The same company also imports golf 
cars. 
Fertilizers and pesticides used by the company are not golf specific and are bought from 
the closest provider of agricultural goods. 
Fairtrade and locally produced food have been used in the restaurant while it was a part of 
Oy Nordgolf Ab. 
7.2.2 Improvement suggestion 
Due to the fact that the golf industry is not so big in Finland, the purchase of local goods is 
hard, but should always be preferred if possible. By trying to ensure that goods are 
provided within a 100-kilometre radius from the golf club would minimize transportation.  
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Usage of local service providers should continue, and if new actions that need services 
should occur, a mapping of possible local providers should be done. 
Staff members, golfers and the independent restaurant entrepreneur should be encouraged 
to use locally produced food and Fairtrade labelled products. The restaurant contractor 
should also be encouraged to use seasonal food.  
Proper purchasing methods should be ensured by developing an environmental purchasing 
policy.  
7.3 Recycling and waste 
7.3.1 Current practices 
Oy Nordgolf Ab follows the Finnish waste legislation. Hazardous waste is separated 
properly. On the golf courses there are separating waste bins with biowaste, municipal 
solid waste and bottles and cans. Even though the waste is separated on the course, both 
biowaste and general waste are placed in the company’s waste compactor. The annual 
amount of waste is not monitored by the company. 
Golf cars and lawn mowers are currently washed in a paved area with only a cesspit. Most 
of the grass clippings end up in a bank beside the current washing area. 
7.3.2 Implementation suggestion 
Separate trash cans for energy and bio waste should be implemented in the staff’s coffee 
break rooms. Newspaper, other paper and cardboard should be collected separately. The 
separation of paper waste was implemented by me during my internship.  
Oy Nordgolf Ab should invest in building proper composting and a washing area for 
machinery used on the field. The washing area should include an oil separation well and a 
septic tank. That would ensure that grass clippings, which at the moment go to waste, 
would also be composted.  
Cooperation in waste management with housing cooperatives should be considered. This 
could be executed by making an agreement with a housing cooperative where in exchange 
for compensation the tenants would be allowed to use the company’s waste bins for 
different separated waste. 
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Currently the toilet located on the course uses water from the irrigation system. 
Composting toilets should be considered for the restrooms on the courses. Installing 
composting toilets would not only reduce water use and enforce composting but also save 
energy. 
7.4 Paper use 
7.4.1 Current practices 
Paper us is not monitored or restricted at Oy Nordgolf Ab. The environmental plan does 
not mention the usage of paper.  
7.4.2 Implementation suggestion 
Oy Nordgolf Ab should reduce paper use. Currently a lot of paper goes to waste, even 
though wrongly printed paper is often used as note paper.  
All information sheets for golf competitions are a problem because in many cases last 
minute changes occur after printing which generates a lot of paper waste. The information 
sheets should be printed preferably in the morning of the competition. 
E-mails should not be printed, and if needed to be saved, it should be done in electric form. 
In printing paper as well as toilet and hand paper, recycled, ecolabelled and chlorine free 
paper should be chosen. A change to textile hand towel rolls in restrooms should be 
considered.  
Bills that come in to the company are in paper form and are sent to the accounting 
company by post. The invoicing at Oy Nordgolf Ab is also on paper. Invoicing should be 
done electronically and a change to at least a partial electronic invoicing system should be 
considered. 
Replacing paper scorecards by an electronic system would be a good investment. 
Gamebook, which is an electronic real-time event scoring system, has already been 
implemented in a few golf clubs in Finland and used at Nordcenter for a couple of 
competitions. Electronic scoring systems not only save paper but also show the way of the 
future.   
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7.5 Environmental management 
7.5.1 Current practices 
Environmental management at Oy Nordgolf Ab is based upon the environmental plan 
(appendix 1), the Finnish Golf Association’s environmental handbook and the efforts of 
the head greenskeeper.  
7.5.2 Implementation suggestion 
Oy Nordgolf Ab should establish an environmental team. The team should have 
representatives from the staff, shareholders, restaurant and the housing cooperation. 
The company could consider applying for the ISO-14001 standard or strengthen the 
environmental policies at the office by implementing the Green Office EMS after 
accomplishing the GEO Certified ecolabel, which would improve the sustainability and the 
company’s image even further.  
One or two of the staff members should be appointed in charge of the environmental 
management in forms of implementation and monitoring, and improvements of actions.    
Due to the change in amount of staff and people, information packages about the 
environmental policies of the company should be included in the introductory package 
given out to all new staff members. This would ensure that every member of the staff is 
aware of the environmental actions.  
Information about environmental policies should also be accessible on the company’s 
website and found at the office. Reminders of sustainable actions could be included every 
now and then in the weekly newsletter.   
A golf competition with sustainability as the theme could be arranged. This would be a 
pleasant way of providing information on environmental issues and policies for the golfer.  
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Shareholders and staff members should be encouraged to give new ideas in, for example, 
energy reduction. This could be enforced by an idea box placed in the office and a prize 
could be given for the best idea.  
 
8 Discussion 
The purpose of this work was to give a development proposition of the existing 
environmental plan for Oy Nordgolf Ab. This was done by observations on site, research 
on current actions and recommendations provided by GEO and related literature. The 
proposition focused on the issues most in need of development. By including direct 
requests of development from the client a greater possibility of enforcement was 
established. The literature provided good ideas and suggestions for improvements in 
environmental performances. Several organizations provide guidelines for an EMS. Proper 
management and knowledge of the different environmental issues could be ensured by 
implementing an EMS at Oy Nordgolf Ab. The EMS provider should be chosen based on 
how elaborate the company is willing to make the EMS.  
The first research question “How could Oy Nordgolf Ab develop the current environmental 
activities” was answered with both literature based information and practical 
implementation suggestions. Some of the improvements based on literature have already 
been partly in use before the proposition at Oy Nordgolf Ab but a strengthening of current 
actions could be implemented. I think that it would be easy for Oy Nordgolf AB to expand 
their current environmentally sound practices from the field work to include all the 
different elements within the company.   
 Based on my research of the company’s actions regarding the second question “Does Oy 
Nordgolf Ab meet the GEO checklist requirements” I would say that the requirements are 
not fully met at the moment. By implementing an environmental team, improving waste 
management and developing an environmental purchasing policy the minimum 
requirements for the GEO ecolabel should be met. All these factors are included in the 
implementation suggestions. 
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I think that the development proposition can be implemented without huge costs or drastic 
changes in current actions at Oy Nordgolf Ab. 
 
Figure 5. Model on plausible further usage of the proposition. 
The model (fig.5) illustrates different scenarios for further use of the proposition. Besides 
the possibility of it being implemented at Oy Nordgolf Ab, it can also be implemented in 
another golf establishment or partially in any company. It can also provide a basis for any 
company developing their environmental management.   
Even though a lot of information was provided from Oy Nordgolf Ab, more exact figures 
of, for example, energy use would have facilitated the work at hand. It would also have 
provided the opportunity to use tools created for assessing the current situation, such as 
carbon footprint calculators. A deeper understanding of all the aspects that should be 
considered when conducting an environmental proposition would probably have improved 
the work. 
 
 
Development proposition 
Reviewing of the proposition 
Proposition is rejected 
No development Conduction of new proposition 
Proposition is accepted 
Further development 
Implementation 
Implemented fully or partially in Oy Nordgolf Ab Implemented fully or partially in another company Used as a basis for environmental development in any company 
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9 Conclusion 
In conducting environmental plans for the golf industry a lot of actions have to be 
considered. It would have been interesting to include all environmental aspects found on a 
golf course in this work, but due to time limitations that would have been impossible. 
Information regarding environmental improvements and different certifications and 
environmental management systems are easily found and usually quite easy to implement. 
This shows that environmental issues and their management are important to consider, not 
only in companies but in every aspect of one’s life.  
There is a connection between all environmental issues, and if one is managed more poorly 
than the other, the overall positive effects can be reduced. While conducting this work I 
have learned a lot about certification processes and development of environmental plans. 
Oy Nordgolf Ab has well structured environmental planning regarding field work, and 
hopefully an implementation of this proposition will occur and there will be improvements 
also in the other units of the golf club.  
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